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VERY SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS.( 1x5 =5 marks)



One of the right introduced by the Britishers over the natives officiating quick
collection of revenue by exploitative means turning them rich day by day was
called as……………Rights



Mention the names of any two states of India which were proclaimed by
Britishers in accordance to the Doctrine of Lapse?



What is the phenomenon of exploring the foreign nations solely for trading
purpose so as to reap maximum profit out take back rich nature of resource in
due course of exchange with the local rulers in a far off land called as ?



What were the newly introduced centers of administration called as duly
established by Britishers latter only to develop as rich and developed areas
with large number of factories?



No one is above the law-- is a common norm in India. Be one rich or poor
everyone has to undergo through same course of law. What this phenomenon of
one law for all called as leaving no scope for preferential treatment?
SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS (1x5=5 marks)
Answer the questions up to a maximum of 20 words.



The Battle of Plassey is said to be one of the turning point incident in the history
of India. Why do you think so it was as far as Britishers invasion to India is
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concerned?


Britishers interference into the religious and cultural ethos of Indians was up to
a lot extent which rebelled them against them. Mention any one instance.



India ie a secular state as per our constitution . What is the role of state in
keeping the country’s central notion of being secular?



Define constitution. In one or two sentence.



Britishers purpose of coming to India was solely mercantilism or trade. What is
that one reason which gradually made them re- think over from trading to
capturing it as a colony?
LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS.( 2x 3 = 6 marks)



Subsidiary alliance was cunningly introduced as a step wise strategy of
bringing the native rulers into their control completely. Explain how this was so?



India is a federal - republic state as the preamble of the Constitution says. What
do the words republic and republic refer to?



Introduction of Enfield rifles turned into a huge matter of controversy as far as
Indian soldiers were concerned. Why do you think so?
VERY LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS ( 1 x 4 = 4 marks)
Any one of the below




Mention some of the features of Indian Constitution.
OR
India lacked central leadership as far as revolt of 1857 is concerned. Do you
agree with the statement.? Support your answer with some points to prove that
leadership was regional with least coordination of one to the other.
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